
Why We Should be Using a Retinol Cream and What Does it Do? 

Retinol creams are made up of retinoids, a retinoid is a tropical form of Vitamin A. Vitamin A is 

the number one anti-wrinkle ingredient recommended by dermatologists. Its sole purpose is to 

promote cell turnover. It eliminates the old, bad cells and produces new, plump and healthy cells.  

Nothing works more effectively at eliminating the appearance of wrinkles and fine lines than 

retinol. It’s the best anti-aging ingredient. There is no argument to it. Piles of research prove that 

the vitamin A derivative can really undo wrinkles and even discoloration caused by sun damage.  

Turning back the clock! 

One of the best things about retinol creams is that you know they’re working from the moment 

you put it on. Within just a few seconds of application, you’ll notice a small, yet noticeable 

difference. 

As you are downsizing and spending your time making so many important decisions, let me help 

you out with my suggestion to help you take care of yourself…keeping it to the  minimum...no 

fuss...no muss, just a little spoil you time to take care of yourself.  Only takes a few minutes in 

the morning and few minutes at night....the night time is the MOST important...lets your skin 

breath and heal while sleeping.... 

Timewise Repair Volufirm Set!  

Foaming Cleanser that revitalizes renews and maintains moisture balance.                                 

VoluFirm Lifting Serum - Helps lift, firm and promote skin resilience.                                 

Day Cream – This helps restore skin's youthful cushion while minimizing the skins 

reaction to external irritants.                                                                                                                         

Night Cream – Night time moisturizer that contains RETINOL! Sinks to the lower level 

of the skin and stimulates the collagen and elastin.  This causes the skin to look smoother 

and feel firmer with a healthy glow.                                                                                                           

Eye Renewal Treatment – this all in one eye cream targets deep lines, sagging skin, 

under eye puffiness and dark circles.  It reawakens those tired eyes and gives a lifted 

look.                                                                                                                                

Deep Wrinkle Filler- the newest item to the family –– this has a single focus – to give 

deep wrinkles the extra attention they need. 
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